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Florida: A local Fox News affiliate investigated the surge in coronavirus cases in the
Sunshine State that suddenly spiked from 2,000 to 12,000 new cases per day. FOX found
that many labs were reporting 100% COVID positivity rates, which means everyone tested
positive. Other labs had impossibly high numbers of people testing positive. Some
medical facilities like Orlando Health, which had a 98% positivity rate, had to admit
that the real rate was only 9.4% – and even that likely was overstated. The Florida
Department of Health says that some private labs were not reporting negative test result
data to the state. While Florida has broken national records for jumps in cases due to
fake reporting, the state’s Coronavirus fatality rate shows no meaningful increase. -GEG
After FOX 35 News noticed errors in the state’s report on positivity rates, the Florida
Department of Health said that some laboratories have not been reporting negative test
result data to the state.

Countless labs have reported a 100 percent positivity rate, which means every single
person tested was positive. Other labs had very high positivity rates. FOX 35 News found
that testing sites like one local Centra Care reported that 83 people were tested and
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all tested positive. Then, NCF Diagnostics in Alachua reported 88 percent of tests were
positive.

How could that be? FOX 35 News investigated these astronomical numbers, contacting every
local location mentioned in the report.

The report showed that Orlando Health had a 98 percent positivity rate. However, when
FOX 35 News contacted the hospital, they confirmed errors in the report. Orlando
Health’s positivity rate is only 9.4 percent, not 98 percent as in the report.

Read full article here…

Additional source:

COVID Testing Scandal: 333 Labs Report 100% of People Testing Positive for Coronavirus
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